How to Care for Your Butane Lighter

Bleeding and Filling
1. Bleed your lighter each time you refill it.
2. Release all tank pressure by pressing on the inlet valve with a small screwdriver or a XIKAR MTX Multi Tool bleeder (shown). Hold the lighter upside down while bleeding valve and repeat until all fuel/gas pressure is released.
3. Holding upside down, insert butane tank tip directly on the fuel valve. Press down firmly for about 5 seconds.
4. Before igniting lighter, wait 3-4 minutes for excess butane to evaporate and butane inside lighter to reach room temperature.
5. Set flame level to desired height by turning flame adjuster wheel.

Keep Out of Reach of Children & Away from all open flame sources

Buy with confidence!
All XIKAR lighters carry an unconditional lifetime warranty.

Extinguishing the Flame
- Releasing pressure from the ignition button of the lighter immediately extinguishes the flame.
- If flame continues, the flame level is set too high and should be adjusted by turning adjustment wheel on the bottom of the lighter towards the (-) position.

Filling and Re-filling Your Lighter
- Bleeding and adjusting your lighter is much easier with a XIKAR MTX Multi-tool!
- Lighter contains flammable gas under pressure. Handle carefully.
- Ensure that flame is extinguished before attempting to fill.
- Never ignite lighter while refilling.
- Read butane canister warning labels.
- Only refill lighter in a well-ventilated area.
- Hold lighter away from face and clothing while filling.
- Never fill lighter around any heat source, sparks or flame.
- Premium butane, such as XIKAR brand butane, with near 0 impurities is highly recommended, as lower quality butane has been known to clog lighters.

Caring for Your Lighter
Lighters not in use / Lighters in storage
- Before storing lighters, empty all fuel.

Cleaning your Lighter
- To clear obstructions such as dirt or lint, blow a burst of air into the ignition valve.

Everyday storage of your lighter
- To prevent scratching your lighter we recommend you keep it in a XIKAR pouch. If you do not have one, please register your warranty at www.xikar.com

For best results, use XIKAR PUROFINE™ premium butane.

Any Questions? Contact Us
E-mail: info@xikar.com
Phone: 866-676-7380
Letter: PO BOX 025757
Kansas City, MO 64102-5757
Web: www.xikar.com